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Winona State shows-off to
State University Board
By DALE KURSCHNER
News Editor
Gorged last Thursday with
some of Winona States best
attributes—its gymnastics team,
string quartet and choir—the
Minnesota State University Board
was shown a positive view of
Winona State and its students.
Along with State University
System Chancelor Jon Wefald,
the board members were told by
President Thomas Stark that the
activity programs at Winona
State "lend to the strength of the
university."
Stark said, "You can have good
buildings, good faculty, good
curriculum, but you need good
core group of students, too."
He pointed to the success the
football team has had in the last
two years, to the gymnastics
team winning national meets, and
to the music and theater areas
that are "outstanding."

"We do have some problems,"
Stark said. "They're fiscal in
nature."
"We lost $850,000 during the
recession. That amount had to
come out of budgets that were
not fixed," Stark said.
Only 20 percent of the costs at
Winona State are not fixed costs
and they involve the areas of
equipment maintenance and
replacement.
About 2.5 million is now
needed to go toward supplies and
equipment to keep Winona State
current with the times, Stark said.
Vice President of Student
Affairs John Kane also addressed
the board with a student analysis
he had made.
Winona State's enrollment last
fall was made up of
approximately 3,700 students
from Minnesota, 630 from
Wisconsin, 567 from Illinois, and
108 from Iowa, Kane said.

"We have 120 international
students from 32 different
countries," Kane said.
He went on to say that 3,936
students are enrolled full-time (12
credits or more), and that 1,440
are enrolled part-time.
"Out of the 1,440 students
enrolled part-time, 929 are
women," Kane said. "Winona
State has a female-male ratio of
58 percent female and 42 percent
male."
Kane also pointed out that
2,223 students during fall quarter
were 21-years-old or younger, and
that 634 were between the ages
of 21 and 25. Those over 25-yearsold made up about 1,098 of the
student population, he said.
Board members heard from
Charles Sorensen, vice president
of academic affairs, and the
presidents of the Faculty
Association, MUSSAF, Council
Six, and Student Senate.

Free first year tuition possible
for good high school students
By SUSAN LETOURNEAU
Staff Reporter
A bill waiving first-year tuition
for post-secondary students was
introduced Ao the Minnesota
House of Representatives March
25.
Although the bill was not given
a hearing in the House, the
author, Rep. Joe Quinn, is
proposing an amendment that, at
least, first quarter tuition be
waived.
Quinn resides in Blaine,
Minn., where the average
income is $30,000 a year. Last
year, 770 students graduated
from Blaine High School and

many were disqualified for
college financial aid because of
too much family income.
"They are being disqualified
for too much of an income, but
with the cost of college, they
can't afford to pay on their own,"
said Quinn. "The students
graduate from high school and
believe they don't have a chance,
so many of them don't try.
"The crucial factor to be
looked at here is not how many
are in college, but how many
aren't going to school," said
Quinn.
With first-quarter tuition being
waived, Quinn believes that

students will be able to get a
taste of college.
If the bill was to pass, students
would have to meet the criteria
of the school they want to attend.
Students must be:
• a resident of Minnesota
• accepted for admission to a
Minnesota public post-secondary
institution
• a first year student not previous
enrolled in another institution
• is or will be by the time of
enrollment a graduate of a
Minnesota high school
• a graduate in the top 10 percent
of their high school.

Schmidt tells Washington of
Minnesota students' needs
By DALE KURSCHNER
News Editor
Winona State's vice president
of Student Senate took off for
Washington, D.C., last Wednesday
to attend a symposium on the
Study of American Presidents
and to lobby at the federal level.
"I'm not sure what I am
expecting from this conference,"
Jim Schmidt said before he left.
"In light of recent elections, I
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personally felt the President's
role in gaining even more power
and significance in the role of
funding education for students."
Elected to represent Winona
State's students by the Political
Science club, Schmidt said he
figured he could apply what he
learned from this trip to his new
Minnesota State University
Student Association chair-elect
position.
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"It's tied to MSUSA because
I'm bringing back valuable
information on lobbying," he
said.
Schmidt left a day early from the
conference to lobby at the federal
level on issues pertaining to
students.
"I've contacted Rep. Tim
Penny's office and other staff
See Schmidt page 7

for Senate
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Benefit pulls in $1,077
for African famine relief
By DALE KURSCHNER
News Editor
An idea started by the drummer
of a Winona State student band
expanded into an event which
produced close to $1,100 last
week for famine relief in the U.S.
and abroad.
Drummer Todd Hartly of the
band Rebound originally thought
of the idea to get together with
Lutheran Campus Ministry and
put on the famine relief benefit
held last Thursday.
"It was really neat," Hartly
said. "We really didn't think
about the good we were doing
until it was over."
The thing that made the night a
success for the band was the 270
people who attended and
participated in some of the
games at the benefit, such as the
pie eating contest and threelegged race, Hartly said.
"We were a little nervous at
first," Hartly said. "We heard
there were a lot of parties at the

lake that night and the weather
was really nice."
Though it was quiet when the
doors first opened at 8 p.m., "the
crowd just started pouring in
later," he said.
The benefit produced $577.89
for famine relief and Lutheran
Brotherhood had earlier promised
to match up to $500, which it did.
Most of the proceeds will go for
famine relief in Africa.
The band, which has been
together for three years now,
didn't take any money for the
evening's profits and had to pack
up and drive to Osseo, Wis., the
next day for another
performance.
"We received positive support
from everyone and everybody
there had a fun time," Hartly said.
"It was a lot of fun for us, too."
Hartly said the band will make
its debut in the Twin Cities this
summer and that he feels
optimistic about it.

Baseball team
sweeps home
games
— Page 13

Who's running

Pages 2-3

Marty Sonnek and Mark Franklin, members of the band Rebound,
perform at the benefit dance held Saturday in the East Cafeteria.
Proceeds were donated to Ethiopian relief efforts. (photo by Steve
Apps)
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34 students run for
18 Senate spots
Editor's note: This is the first of
a three-part series which covers
Student Senate candidates.
By GREG ABBOTT
Winonan Editor
A total of 34 students are
running for 18 student senator
spots for the 1985-86 academic
year—a race that could soon
have every inch of wall space on
campus covered with election
signs.
There are six openings each for
senior, juniol• and sophomore
senator positions, which
students may vote for May 2 in
the Kryzsko Commons Cafeteria
or Smog.
Senior Student Senator
Candidates
Jim Becker, a junior mass
communications major, has one
year experience on the Student
Senate and has served on the
Student Services Committee
during the 1983-84 academic
year. He said he wants to be a
Senate member to "serve
students and combat apathy at
Winona State."
Eileen Coleman, a junior
elementary education major, is
an incumbent senator who serves
on the Academic Affairs
Committee. She is active in
several education clubs on
campus.
Marty McDonald, a junior
accounting and business
administration major, is an
incumbent senator who is
currently chairman of the Student
Services Committee. He said he
wants to continue to help
students as a member of the
Student Senate and be involved
in student government. He is also
a member of the Accounting Club
and the Alliance of Student
Organizations.
Mitch Moore, a senior political
science and psychology major, is
an incumbent senator who serves
on the Legislative Affairs
Committee. He said he wants

The SIR BROS
will be appearing
at Rich's Sunrise
Lounge
April 26 and 27
South on Highway 53,
Holmen, Wisconsin

A Priority House
sponsored event

PRIORITY HOUSE
Salutes Party Pig
of the week
'Rugs' Sir
IBM TYPEWRITER RENTAL
WEEKLY OR MONTHLY
Kennedy Business
Systems
454-6705
111 Main St.

Government Homes
from $1 (you repair). Also
delinquent tax property. Call
805-687-6000 Ext. GH-6195 for
information.

to return to the Senate so he can
"help other people and become
active and informed on student
issues."
Jeff "J.P." Peterson, a senior
political science major, is an
incumbent senator who is serving
on the Legislative Affairs
Committee. He said he wants to
"keep momentum going after the
first year in Senate and keep
Senate credibility high." He is
active at KQAL-FM and is a
member of the Winona State
University-Democratic Farmer
Labor Party.
Pete Fedorko, a senior
sociology major, is currently
serving on the Student Services
committee. He said he will try to
"help bring change to Winona
State."
Jacquelyn Dittrich, a junior
music education major, wants to
be a Senate member so she can
"be more involved in student
government." She is a Resident
Assistant and a member of
Concert Band, Concert Choir and
Orchestra.
Denise Gibson, a senior
organizational communication
major, said her major goal, if
elected, would be to "improve
student-community relations."
She is a member of the Forensics
Team, Political Science Club and
does volunteer work for the
Meals on Wheels program.
Michael Plucker, a senior
accounting major, wants to learn
about student government. He is
currently serving on the Student
Services Committee.
senior
a
O'Reilly,
Matt
business administration major

Sunday Night Jams
7:30-12:00

Senior Student Senate candidates in front row: Matt O'Reilly, Marty McDonald and Eileen Coleman.
Back row: Jackie Dittrich, Mike Plucker and Jim Becker. (photo by Mark Hoffman)

and marketing major, said he will
try to "voice student concerns on
campus and state-wide" if
elected.
Christine Heussner, a senior
communication/theater major,
said her reason for running is to
"improve myself and the Senate
if elected homecoming cochairwoman." She is a member of
the Wenonah Players.

Chico's La Cantina

Musicians Welcome

151 E. 3rd Winona

Margarita Monday

Hawaiian Hump Night

You keep the glass!

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

Happy Hour 7:30-8:30
Tap Beer
Bar Pour Drinks
Enjoy your favorite Tunes

Daily Happy Hour
4:30.5:30
Tap Beer
Bar Pours

Wed. April 24th

Wear Something
Hawaiian and Get a Lei
Enjoy Drink Specials on
Pitchers of...
Pina Coladas
Bahama Mammas
Blue Hawaiians
and Much More!!!

Be Here - ALOHA

Uardrzek.
454.7360

5th St. & Main

Open 24 Hours
Don't forget, The month of April:
Hamburgers

39

Cheeseburgers 49 c
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Experience should be main factor

Krause, Knutson battle for treasurer
Editor's note: This is the first in
a three-part series examining
Senate officer elections. Next
week the vice presidential
candidates will be interviewed.
The last in the series will look at
the presidential candidates.
By GREG ABBOTT
Winonan Editor
A long list of experience and
accomplishments will make the
difference in the Student Senate
treasurer election if Treasurer
Jeff Krause's prediction holds
true.
Challenger Tim Knutson, a
junior criminal justice and
business administration major,

feels
differently.
He
said
Krause's experience is a
consideration, but said that he
can do an equally good job or
better.
Krause, a sophomore public
administration major, has been
involved in the Student Senate for
two years. In the 1983-84
academic year, he was a
freshman senator, serving on the
Strategic Planning Committee
and the Legislative Affairs
Committee.
This year, besides being
treasurer, he has served as
chairman of the Student Activity
Funding Committee, the
Executive Board, the Ad hoc

ROCKY ROCOCO RESTAURANTS
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

We are now accepting applications for part
time and full time employment. Apply in
person.

411 Cottonwood Drive
Intersection of Highway 14 & 61

committee on Student Activity
Funding Committee, and the
Parents' Day Committee.
Knutson has served on the
Student Senate this year, the
Legislative Affairs Committee,
the Search Committee for the
Dean of Academic Services and
was co-chairman of the
Freshman Orientation Teams for
the past two years.
Knutson feels he can counter
Krause's experience because of
his classes in financial
accounting and economics.
"The classes enlightened me
about what goes on and what
qualities you need in a treasurer
position," he said.
Krause said the experience of
finding out first-hand what it
takes to be treasurer will
hopefully be enough to swing the
vote in his favor.
"What's going to pull me
through is being the incumbent,"
said Krause. "During the year,
I've worked with a lot of people
and they can help me out
when voting time comes around."
Krause said his major
accomplishments Include
keeping activity fees down and
authoring a proposal that will
give students direct say in how
activity fees will be allocated.
"Activity fees were slated to go
to nearly $75 per quarter, and we

Move Yourself,
All Your Stuff,
And Save, Too!
$25.00 OFF

FREE DOLLY

with any one-way
rental

with any local rental

Treasurer Jeff Krause and challenger Tim Knutson are running for
the Student Senate treasurer spat for next year.
managed to get that down to
$68.80 while keeping the same
funding level for student clubs,"
said Krause. Students currently
pay $64.60 per quarter for activity
fees. He said that by keeping fees
to $68.80, Winona State still has
the lowest activity fee rate in the
State University System.
Knutson said his major
accomplishments have been to
help with the voter registration
drive and help start a legislative
network in which students can
contact legislators and lobby for
their needs.
"We worked very hard at the
voter registration drive and it paid
off for us," said Knutson.
He said his goals, if elected
treasurer, would be to re-examine
the long-term contingency fund.
He said that currently the fund
isn't providing enough money for

clubs and athletic teams who
advance
in
post-season
tournaments o r
award
competitions.
"My major goal would be to
provide more money to athletics
and clubs so they can participate
in post-season play and postseason competitions," said
Knutson.
Krause said his major goal
would be to work on the Activity
Fee Distribution Committee
proposal.
"I authored the proposal and
want to be around to keep the
proposal going. What it would do
is give the students more control
on how they want their activity
money spent," said Krause.
Student Senate elections will
be held May 2 in the Kryzsko
Commons Dining Area and the
Kryzsko Commons Smog.
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Specials on Margueritas
and shots
.
8-12 pm

Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of
the semester.
If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can
use a Ryder truck, rent-it-here, leave-it-there. Load up your
stereo, 10-speed, clothes; everything. You'll still have room, no
doubt, for one or two friends with their things to share the cost.
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or even a bus.
Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the best-maintained, most dependable fleet in the world - Ryder. The hest truck money can rent.

TUESDAY

Ryder offers special discounts to all students and faculty.

WE WILL BE REPRESENTED BY:

Mon-Friday
THURSDAY

Special Price On all
the Beer U-Can-Drink
1/2 Price Mixed Drinks
9-12 pm.

FRIDAY
Good Times

SATURDAY

8-12 pm

2 for 1 on mixed drinks
9-12 pm

Tap Beer Special

3-12 pm

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL

3-5:30
%.. p.m.

Special on 16 oz. can of
Miller

WEDNESDAY

Dow's Skelly
Clarence Dow

BAR & CAFE

MONDAY

It's as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.

CONTACT:

Zo
b,

SUNDAY
Vikings Game Special
1st Keg Free

Just 2 Blocks East of the M.Q.

SUNSHINE
BAR & CAFE

454-6215

,

79 E. 2nd

454-7772
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Editorials
MSUSA should support
drinking age of 19
The Winona Daily News has been fast to criticize students and
the Minnesota State University Student Association for trying to
stop the 21 drinking age.
The editorial states that by trying to prevent the drinking age
from going up, the MSUSA is embarrassing itself.
Maybe the editorial board should look at what MSUSA stands for:
Minnesota State University Student Association. The group was
formed to represent student issues in all areas—not just
education.
The Daily News editorial board should then look at the student
survey conducted by MSUSA that shows nearly 75 percent of the
students want to keep the drinking age at 19.
If the MSUSA turned its back on this issue, it would be
embarrassing. However, MSUSA followed through on its goal to
represent the students. This is commendable, not embarrassing.
The MSUSA is like a state representative—a good representative
would lobby for constituent's wants. And since the students want a
drinking age set at 19, MSUSA must follow through.
There is nothing embarrassing about lobbying for student
rights—which includes the rights to drink. What is embarrassing is
not standing up for those rights—something that seems to be
overlooked by the Daily News. It's the Winona Daily that should be
embarrassed for saying students are in the wrong for trying to keep
the drinking age at 19.

Student apathy is
slowly changing at WSU
By using the theory to help make the university better by pointing
to the weak spots, some student accomplishments get
overlooked. Students are finally starting to turn things around and
end the long plague of apathy.
One example is the turnout for the African relief fundraiser. More
than $1,000 was raised by students for a cause that is outside
insulated, isolated Winonas State. Special credit goes to the
members of Rebound for putting on a great show and asking
nothing in return.
Another turn-around in student apathy can be found in the
amazing turnout for Student Senate elections. A total of 34 students
are running for Student Senate positions—and that's not counting
officer positions. This show that students are concerned about
what is boing done at this university and want to have a say in it.
Certain groups have also made a turn-around that will benefit
students. During fall quarter, the Social Cultural Activities
Committee brought out the same stale shows—Tom Deluca for the
umpteenth time—then paid -through the nose to get G. Gordon
Liddy. However, SCAC has made a turn-around for the better. They
are sponsoring more events, new events and cultural events—such
as the speaker on South Africa Tuesday evening.
Another group of people that were shown to have done a
fantastic job during the year are the Resident Assistants.
Surveys from the Housing office show that the R.A.s received the
highest rating ever from the students that live in the dorms. The
long days of babysitting, playing psychiatrist and mother for 50-odd
students came through on the survey.
And a long-overlooked group that has done a fairly good job this
year are the ARA Food Service people. The specials dinners, new
food ideas and quality of food—considering the amount of
students they feed—has been doing a good job, quietly.
It's easy to become apathetic, but remember that a good job will
not be overlooked for too long.

Winonan

to get someone to build

more nuclear missiles?

Letters
Abbott is not so bad
To the Editor:
In reply to the many pessimistic letters received
towards Greg Abbott's column, Second Look, we
feel that Greg has been unjustly criticized by some
of the readers of this newspaper.
The way his column Second Look is written
provokes thought on many of the issues that
concern Winona State University. He is very
honest in his feelings and is not afraid of
expressing his opinions.
This type of journalism is a definite plus for the
Winonan. Greg, keep up the good work!
Sincerely,
Linda Groth
Lisa Guenther
Mary Gawronski

Christ is the answer
There is no bad grammar in this statement.
There is no mythology in this quotation from a
living person, and it's not the thoughts on writing
of a monastic monk, (as a matter of fact it is
repeated through a first century fisherman).
This is no political statement, though it could
easily be perverted to some political cause.
There is no advice, just a statement:
"Then they asked him, 'What must we do to do
the work God Requires?'
Jesus answered, 'The work is this: to believe in
the one he has sent."'
Believing in God is great, but it means nothing
by itself. Believing in what He does, in the power
He has, trusting Him: that is faith. Faith in Jesus
cannot be simply because Kelly Brown and
countless others believe in him, though; popular
opinion does not make Jesus into God any more
than it can make the Vikings good football players.
Truth is truth whether it is believed or not. The
book of Hebrews in the Bible addresses faith well.
It is good to see that people believe the Bible is
inspired by God, yet one denies that inspiration
when one blindly trusts Paine's accusations of

The Winonan is written and edited by and for the students of Winona State
University and Is published weekly except June, July, August and exam periods.
Subscriptions are available from the Business Manager at a rate of $8 annually or $3
quarterly. Address all changes in mailing addresses to the Business Manager.
Address all correspondence to: Winonan Editor, 113 Phelps Hall. Telephone 507-4575119.
Deadline for all copy is noon Friday.
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press and National Council of College Publications Advisers.
Winona State University is an equal opportunity employer and adheres to the
provisions of Title IX which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in education
programs.

hearsay. And Psalms and Proverbs are very
beautiful examples of writing about how God has
helped in someone's life.
Simply because the Bible is written in an old
language that is difficult to understand is not a
reason to doubt its accuracy or beauty; I would
rather say that illustrates its timelessness. And
besides, Shakespeare isn't the easiest to read
either.
If the Bible is inspired by God, does not God by
his nature have the ability to insure the accuracy
of the Bible. In other words, if God is God and does
inspire, then the Bible must be what God wants. If
part of the Bible is not inspired then how can any
of it be? I propose the reason for the attention the
Bible gets is because of its truth.
Before a lawyer reads the defense he examines
the incident report himself. Nevertheless, if
people demand reasoning also, I plead for them to
examine both sides. Paschal's Pensees, Leo
Tolstoy, and many others are waiting to answer to
Paine.
Discussing these topics is difficult via letters to
the editor; if you are interested I invite you to
converse in person: Prentis-Lucas lobby, 8 p.m.
Thursday.
Sincerely,
Phil Carollo

Schlawin is inconsistent
To the Editor:
Judy Schlawin's letter to the editor that
appeared in the March 27 Winonan defending
Jerry Nauman confuses me. Her concern for
ethical and professional conduct is admirable, but
inconsistent. She defends Coach Nauman from
unsubstantiated attacks, but she and the IFO have
not seen a need to counter unsubstantiated
attacks made against Dr. D.B. White and me.
I requested an investigation of "the problem" in
the Biology department in April 1984 and again in
early February 1985. The personal and
unsubstantiated attack on me came after my first
request. There is a strange logic to this double
standard.
Sincerely,
Richard C. O'Rourke
Professor of Biology
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Opinion
Between
the Lines
95

by Dale Kurschner

90

Practice what you preach

80

Dear Mom,
Today was just another ordinary day at Winona State. The
chairman of the department I'm graduating from called campus
security on me, the vice president of student affairs told me he was
going to have to have me arrested and my advisor told me to get out
of an open meeting of faculty members.
It's ironic, Mom, that the mass communications department at
this university is fighting freedom of the press. It was the
department chair and my advisor who told me I had no right to be in
a state university faculty meeting.
Two different acts seem to be the major reason for the conflict,
so I was told by an attorney who specializes in mass
communication law. He said one act stated I had the right to be
there (open meeting law) and that another implied that I couldn't be
there if personnel were being discussed (data privacy act).
You know, Mom, all I wanted to do was give student input into the
mass communications department's meeting. I felt it was really
needed before certain decisions could accurately be made
affecting students.
I was thrown out of the meeting, however, when I said I was there
as a reporter instead of just a student. I'm a reporter when I'm
sleeping, eating and sitting. It's not something that can just be put
away.
Another student got to stay, though, because she wasn't there as
a God-awful reporter like I was. Oh mom, I feel so ashamed!
And you know what, Mom, they didn't even talk about personnel,
according to an instructor who was at the meeting.
It's a hot issue, probably the hottest issue pertaining to mass
media law today, because there is no one policy set up to address
it.
I find it said that instead of protecting freedom of the press,
instead of checking out what rights the public has when it comes to
knowing what goes on in faculty meetings, the people who teach
students about the press, and its freedom, simply looked at how
they could block it out of their world.
Instructors in the field of mass communication should remember
what it is they are there for. It seems Winona State's have forgotten.
They aren't there to fight off reporters who have a right to be in a
certain situation, they're there to dig into the issue and find out
what rights he or she does have to be there.
There was one thing that saddened me today though, and that
was what the attorney told me after I got kicked out.
He said I could have sued the police if they would have bodily
removed me because I wasn't breaking any law.
Gosh, just think, I could have had my education and my student
loans all paid off by that. Oh well, I guess next time I'll know better
than to leave.
Take care. Your loving, conservative and quiet son, just me.

The Student Voice

75
70
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60
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Letters
Health club ad is deceptive
To the Editor:

On March 31 my brother and I took advantage of
the free "end of school" session at the River City
Health Club in Winona. In the brochure which
River City Health Club put out; it stated that the
club featured several activities.
Upon arrival there, we found out that some of
the activities weren't included in the special.
Karate, for example, was $25, tanning was about
$20. In the brochure it said there was a juice bar.
We asked one of the employees and he casually
said that they didn't have one.
The atmosphere of the club was rather
snobbish. There was only one employee on duty
the day we went there.
The brochure that River City Health Club put out
i„s rather misleading to say the least. For example,
it implies that you get all of these activites for one
low price of $30. This is a case of deceptive and
misleading advertising. I am amazed and shocked
to find out that this particular business operates
on unethical business principles.
If River City Health Club finds nothing wrong
with bilking unsuspecting customers, I feel sorry
for them. Winona is richly blessed with three
colleges and a Vo-Tech. Without the colleges and

the Vo-Tech, Winona would be nothing. Area
merchants should realize this, and not take
advantage of college students.
College students are just like any other
consumer. If we're not satisfied with the goods or
services merchants provide, we'll spend our hard
earned money elsewhere. Caveat Emptor, Let the
buyer beware.
Sincerely,
Mike and Dan Knoll

Thanks, volunteers
To the Editor:

April 22-28 is National Volunteer Week and Saint
Anne Hospice residents and staff want to thank
Winona State University students and faculty for
the many hours of volunteer service given this
past year.
Our volunteers are a vital part of our
organization and it would be impossible to
imagine Saint Anne's without them. You help us
provide the special touch that helps our residents
realize that they have come to more than just a
nursing home, but a home of love, prayer, and
tender loving care. Thank you for your dedication.
Gloria Miller
CommunityNolunteer Services

How will increased dorm rates affect you?

Jim Horyza, Freshman,
St. Paul, Business

Tim Bowlin, Freshman,
St. Paul, Business

Matt Reinartz, Freshman,
St. Paul, Pre-Med

"Yes, it will affect me.
It will be that much more
money that I have to put
up besides books and
tuition."

"Yes, it will affect me.
I will just have to earn
that much more money
during the summer."

"It will affect me and
everyone else who has to
pay for their own
schooling. That means I
will have to work harder
to make an extra buck."

Jennie
Larson,
Sophomore, Winona,
Math

"I'll have to work more
so I won't be on campus
as much, and have even
less time to study then I
do now."

Nora Kapaun, Freshman,
St. Paul, Education

"The rooms aren't
worth the extra cost, so
I'll be moving off
campus."

Cheryl Chiaruttini,
Sophomore, Wood Dale,
Ill., Nursing

"It will affect me
because I won't be able
to spend as much time
on campus. I'll spend
most of most time
working at the hospital.
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Rochester student voice
may increase at Winona
By SUSAN SOLBERG
Staff Reporter
If the students at Winona State
University's Rochester branch
have their way, the Student
Association will have a new
senate seat by next fall.
Plans are underway to organize

Milz said, which may be distinct
from the Winona campus
because of differences in student
populations. Rochester students,

on the average, are older with
more full-time jobs and families.
The Rochester student body
would decide major issues,
students at the Rochester initially budget and by-laws, by a
Winona State campus to have a • simple majority vote.
Student Senate President Mary
greater voice in decisions which
Hermsen explained that if the
affect their education.
Rochester students feet that a plan is implemented, it would not
governing unit there would help increase the number of senate
to define and communicate their seats in Winona, which is 29.
needs, business student Jerry Rather, it would redesignate one

BRING THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE $1 OFF
OUR $8.50 WET CUT

$1 OFF

LE MEN.,

WET CUTS
STYLE CUTS
PERMS
BODY WAVES
EAR PIERCING
HAIR PIECE
FITTINGS

of the existing seats to be filled
from the Rochester branch.
The constitution now calls for
two graduate senators.
Since the graduate population
is declining, Hermsen suggested
that one of those seats could be
changed for the Rochester
campus.
Although other senators are
not paid, Hermsen said, the
Rochester officers could be paid
salary and mileage using
Rochester activity fees, if that's
what the students decide.

cl\) p,.R TE/4 (9.
FAMILY HAIRSTYLING

OPEN MONDAY

454-1580
PETER, MITCH, CORINNE, LISA,
LINDA. MARCUS & KELLY

Expires May 30, 1985

WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
WINONA WEST HWY 61 - NEXT TO RANDALLS

$1 OFF

BRING THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE $1 OFF
OUR $8.50 WET CUT

Work study under the same
guidelines as student help
By DALE KURSCHNER
News Editor
Students working in a student
help job at Winona State are
under the same level of income
guidelines as those working in
work study jobs, according to
Financial Aid Director Robert
Lietzau.
"No student can receive more
than $4,550 in any type of aid
through an institution, be it
student help, work study, pelt
grants, scholarships, etc.," said
Lietzau.

A student working off campus,
if his income is known by the
financial aid office, would also
fall under the $4,550 limit
according to Lietzau.
What that limit means is that if
a student earns $2,500 working at
an off campus job, $1,500 from an
on campus job and finds out he is
eligible for a $1,000 grant or
scholarship, Winona State can
dock his on-campus salary $500
to keep him under the restricted
amount of earnings.
Lietzau said that the money

Add leadership
to your
college schedule.
College military science courses are
courses in leadership development. They
offer you management experiences which
will benefit you in any career, civilian or
military.
You can take the first courses as a
freshman or sophomore without obligation.
Advanced courses, in your junior and senior
years, lead you to a position of responsibility
as an officer in the active Army or Reserves.
As an Army ROTC student, you'll also have
the opportunity to compete for 3 - and 2-year
full tuition scholarships. And you'll earn
nearly $2,000 during your last 2 years of
college.
Don't wait until after college to get
practical management experience. Add
leadership to your class schedule now.
Introduction to ROTC

coming from an institution is for
the student's education, and that
if the student has enough money
from other sources, such as a
loan or off-campus employment,
the student shouldn't expect to
receive money from the
institution.
"It doesn't make sense to give
a student more than the figured
need amount when some other
student isn't getting money he
could use," said Lietzau.

0368-103-01 (M) 1:00 PM
0368-103-03 (W) 1:00 PM

OPEN EARLY& LATE
2-Liter Wildwood
Soda

Captain Bob Seal
Room 118, Somsen Hall
Phone: 457-5153

Orange

Soda

Soda

cola, orange, grape,
rootbeer, red pop & diet

69

Save 300 w/coupon

$

8-pack Pepsi,
Coke or 7-Up

Reg.
$1.49

9

plus deposit I

With coupon

I

Expires 4/21/85
Limit 2
immlosimm. =Nom= =I

Expires 4/21/85

Reg. 2 doz./1.36

IIIIIMIIIIIIMM•11111111111•11111111:•111111111111

Expires 1
4/21/85 I

0368-210-01 (T) 10:00 AM
0368-210-02 (TH) 1:00 PM

For details, contact:

Orange

Reg. 89'

Study of Leadership

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO
LEAD.

on Sarnia by the lake
OFF-SALE
Beer - Wine - Spirits

FOOD STORES

0368-101-01 . (,M) 1:00 PM
0368-101-02 (F) 10:00 AM
Adventure Training II

liquor

off

Save 80' with coupon

Our already low 1
price on carton I
with
I
cigarettes.
coupon

Kwik Trip conveniently located at the corner of Huff & Sarnia Streets —
Open 24 hours — 365 days a year. Stores also located at Fifth &
Orrin-East & West Broadway
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"AUDIENCES WILL SIMPLY CHERISH
`BREAKING AWAY'."

Page 7

Campus Shorts

Richard Schickel, TIME MAGAZINE

Night Watch Program

The Winona State University
Night Watch program is
accepting applications for fall
quarter 1985.
Positions are available to
anyone who is currently a Winona
State University student and has
a 2.25 cummulative G.P.A. and
has completed six quarters of
college or has two years postsecondary job experience.
Applications are available in the
Sheehan Hall,office. Deadline is
May 3.

BREAKING AWAY
THE
ICLIEENING
ROOM

•

Thursday
through
Sunday
April 18.21
8:00 p.m.

tallareitte
Winona, MN
4152-6820

Advising

Advising dates for fall quarter
pre-registration are April 19, 22
and 23. Students who have not
declared a major should report to
the Cinema Room Kryzsko
Commons, between 10 a.m. and 3
p.m. on the above dates to speak
with an advisor regarding their
class schedules.
Students who have declared a
major should see the advisor
whose name appears on their
personal data form.
Students will not be permitted
to pre-register unless they have
seen an advisor and have their
advisors signature on their
student programs form.

Coming May 3rd
"Rocky Horror Picture Show"

EDUCATION
MAJORS
GIVE
TOP MARKS
TO DOMINO'S
PIZZA.
454-6700

MO M= 1U 1111 =1IM MI U M W

1
1
1
1
1

$1.00
Off

$1.00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires in one week.
Fast, Free Delivery'""
909 W. 5th St.
Winona
Phone: 454-6700
JTc NA 124/1940

Chemistry Seminars

Two
seminars
featuring
polymer chemistry will be held at

Schmidt
Continued from page 1

members through MSUSA to set
up appointments to talk to
legislators," said Schmidt.
At the federal level, there's an
extremely large number of
lobbiests but very few of them
are concerned about students,
according to Schmidt.
"They need to hear the home
town area's voice on the realities
of the issues," he said.

1

1
1

1

1
1

before
ordering

Choir to Leave on Tour

The Winona State University's
Choir will begin its annual spring
tour today. Concerts are
scheduled in Verona and
Janesville Wisconsin; McHenry,
Northbrooke and Winnetka,
Illinois; and St. Louis, Missouri.

Pre-Registration

Fall quarter pre-registration for
Winona State University will take
place April 22, 23 and 24 in the
East Cafeteria, Kryzsko
Commons beginning at 10 a.m.
each day.
CEC Puppet Group
Several puppet programs have
been developed by educators to
help children better understand
the realities of disabilities and
handicaps.
The Council for exceptional
children at Winona State has at
its disposal the puppets and the
people to produce these special
Schmidt said he plans to lobby
against Reagan's Pell Grant and
Guaranteed Student Loan cuts.
"Changing the independent
student status for financial aid is
also being talked about at the
federal level."
This year, it seems like all the
ideas to make cuts in student aid
and loans are coming up at the
legislature, Schmidt said. "There
haven't been any decisions
regarding these issues yet but
policies are probably going to

For More Information Contact
Brad
454 - 6499
Chuck
452 - 4231
Bill
454 - 6676

. Coupon

Please
present

Montessori School

Social Fraternity
Beta Xi Chapter

1984 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

■is

Hot Fudge Sundae
or
Hot Caramel Sundae

49 1" ;

Expires Sunday, April 21

TRY OUR BRAND1
1
OF SAVING

arja,•

Coupon

puppet shows for school children
or adult groups that are
interested.
To arrange for a puppet show
of these special performers
contact Barb Heddle at 457-5360
or 452-1200.

The Montessori School of
Winona will host an open house
from 7-9 p.m. today at the school
which is located at 71 East
Wabasha St.
The Montessori school is
designed for children ages 3-5.
Entry to the school is through the
East entrance of Cathedral Grade
School.

Sigma Tau Gamma

1
1

1
1

Winona State. "Thermoanalytical
Methods of Polymers" will be
presented April 30, 7-9 p.m. in
Pasteur Hall 309.
"Inorganic Polymers and
Polysilanes" will be presented
April 22 at noon. This will be held
in Pasteur Hall 309.

505 HUFF
RIGHT
ACROSS
FROM WSU

W16414WIMAIAIMW‘NVII

Off Campus Housing Vacancies
-

Students should not post offcampus housing vacancies
throughout Winona State
University buildings. They are
requested to bring their listings
to the off-campus housing
referral service in Kryzsko
Commons, room 121.
"Super Hot Taco Trot"
There will be a five and two
mile run April 28 at 10:30 a.m.
Entry fee is $6 in advance and
$7.50 the day of the race.
To register contact Sports-InStore, 251 East 3rd St., or Taco
Johns, 575 Huff or in the Winona
Mall. Money will go to the Winona
State Warrior Club.
For more information call
Roadrace Hotline at 454-2442.
start changing."
"We have the highest tuition in
the five-state area and we are
about the eighth highest when
compared to other similar
institutions in the nation,"
Schmidt said.
It is because of that and the
fact that students in Minnesota,
though excellent in lobbying at
the state level, have missed the
boat when it comes to being
represented at the federal level
that Schmidt feels so high strung
about lobbying in Washington.
The trip to Washington cost
about $500, $300 of which
Schmidt has been able to obtain
funding for.
"President Stark told me to
bring my receipts for the
remaining amount and that he
would try to cover some of them
for me," said Schmidt.
Schmidt planned to be back
early this morning "with a good
feeling for how Washington
works towards education."

••
•

■

••
•
i Shampoo
•
••
_1z! and Cu
o
o
o
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c
m $ 6 00 -0
o
o
0
z
Expires April 30th
;
•
•
Phone 454-2450
•
• Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m.-6:30 p.m.

: Sat. by appointment
120 W. 4th
•
■
Behind Hardee's
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•
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Jim Zmolek works up a sweat at the session held Monday.

The sessions meet every Monday through Thursday in Talbot Gym.

Aerobics help keep
students in shape
Physical fitness is a craze that
has been sweeping the country.
From Jane Fonda to Mickey
Mouse exercise programs have
been topping the sales in records
as well as videos. Winona State
University even has a program.
For four years, with the help of
the Intramural department,
Winona State students have been
given the opportunity to keep
themselves in shape through
aerobics. The program is led by
two certified aerobics
instructors: Julie Puetz, a
recreation major, and Gail Simon,
a Phyusical Education major.
According to Puetz, it's not just
an aerobics program. They also
do stretching exercises for
flexibility and toning exercises
that concentrate on shaping
specific muscles.
It's a combination of jazzercise
and aerobics," said Simon.
The program, said Puetz, is for
anyone. It is designed so that
participants can work at any
pace. "We recommend attending
twice a week, but we have some
people that come every night."

Attendance
has
been
excellent, Simon said, averaging
between 200 and 230 people a
night during winter quarter.
According to Puetz, attendance
has dropped off to about 100 a
night probably due to nice
weather.
Puetz, in her second year as a
leader, said the program gets a
lot of support from the
department. "It has the most
participants of any of the other
intramural programs. We have
even had football, baseball, and
basketball players attend as a
supplement for their training,"
she said.
Although this is Simon's first
year as a leader, she did some
leading last year as a substitute
for Puetz. She is looking forward
to next year.
The free program, called
"Workin' Out" but known simply
as Aerobics, is offered nightly in
the Memorial Hall Talbot gym.
"It's a great way to have fun
and stay in shape at the same
time," said Puetz.

The aerobics sessions are led by Gail Simon and Julie Puetz.

Photos by
Mark Hoffman
Text by
Laura Gudbaur

Music is an important part of aerobics.
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Recycling program may be calling on students

Barb Thoman, Winona County Recycling Coordinator; is responsible for the recycling of newspapers and other materials. (photo by Mark Hoffman)
By MARLENE KARLINSKI
Staff Reporter
A cooperative effort between
the county of Winona and Winona
State University to participate in
a city-wide recycling program is in
the tentative stages, according to
Recycling Program Coordinator
Barb Thoman.
The Winona County Recycling
Program got under way last week
and Thoman said that there are
2,500 houses in designated areas
that have been asked to participate
in the pilot program. If all goes
well the recycling program could
include the entire city of Winona.
"The idea origniated to abate
the flow of material in the landfill
we now use," said Thoman. "We

need to prolong the life of the one
we have."
Residents in the 2,500 homes
have been asked to keep their tin,
aluminum, glass and
newspapers separated from their
other trash. The recyclables
would be collected monthly, said
Thoman.
Thoman said there has been
some concern as to the time and
extra work that may be involved.
"It takes only two minutes to
separate the recyclables," said
Thoman. "It's just a process of
changing habits."
Thoman said that since World
War II citizens "buy it, use it, and
throw it away." She hopes that
those who have been encouraged

by the media to do so will think
again and start to participate in
the program.
"So far the city residents have
been really supportive," Thoman
said. "However, students in the
designated homes don't
participate as well."
Thoman feels that this may be
because students don't see the
landfill as a huge concern.
"Participation will slowly build
over the next six months as more
and more students hear about it,
see containers at the curbs, talk
to block coordinators and talk to
others," said Thoman. "The
program is a strictly voluntary
one."
Recycling is an important part,

but only that. Incineration and
composting are other programs.
Recycling and incineration
work together, Thoman pointed
out. "If you incinerate, you don't
want bottles and cans because
they don't burn anyway. And
there's so much paper in the solid
waste stream that it won't hurt to
take it out."
An incinerator for Winona
County, of any type is estimated
to be at least four years away and
the cost to burn trash will still be
higher than what it used to cost
to haul it to the landfill.
"The point is," said Thoman,
"recycling is the least expensive
option."
Thoman said it will cost the

city $10,000 to get the program
off the ground.. The reason, she
pointed out, is that tin, glass and
newspapers cost more to move.
However, recent funding from the
Department of Energy and
Economic Development will
definitely be a help, said Thoman.
Success of the recycling
project is difficult to predict.
Thoman hopes to see the project
go city-wide.
"As
far
as
student
participation, we plan to organize
as much as we can with Winona
State during the summer months
to get active participation from
students in the fall."

THE BOOKSTORE

Now in stock for May 25th
Graduation. Your special
Commencement announcements. They can be purchased
in any amounts and the cost is
only .50 each.
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Feature
Business dress show not all fashion
By LIZ MILLER and
PATRICK McILHERAN
Staff Reporter and Feature Editor
They said it was a seminar on
professional dress, but last
Thursday's presentation dealt
with a lot more than clothing.
The seminar, sponsored by the
Society for the Advancement of
Management and the Accounting
Club, emphasized building the
"total look," which begins with
the inner qualities of selfconfidence, intimacy, direction,
versatility and attitude.
One speaker noted that both
the inner and outer self need
attention to detail. If one begins
working on the inside, the
outside comes naturally.
But that outside is important,
said Jim Brust, host of the show
and a clothier at Michaels for
Men in downtown Winona. Brust
noted that about 65% of a
potential boss's impression is
based on appearance.
Why such a heavy reliance on
looks? Brust noted that as
competition for management
jobs grows keener, employers
have to rely on measures other
than resumes and education,
which are often nearly equal in
different candidates. So, they use
looks to judge job-seekers.
"Remember, the first 10
seconds of the interview are what
most first impressions are based
on," he said.
A good way to make sure those Host Jim Brust points out what to look for in a suit worn by John Schuldt at the Society for the Advancement Fashion show
first few seconds go well is to do held Thursday. (photo by Mark Hoffman)
a little research first. Brust
recommends checking into the
recommends the restrained
bank-busting as many think.
dress code of the company one
approach.
Brust suggested that graduates
wishes to work for. Most
Winona
clothier
Joan
buy only a few items
companies have one formally or
Kukowski also had some tips on
initially—enough for the job
by custom, he said. Job seekers
selecting a business wardrobe.
interview—making sure the
ought to see whether their
She recommended that
clothing they buy is able to be
intended employer is
graduates clean out of their
mixed and matched.
conservative or more relaxed in
closets anything they haven't
He said a good outfit for a man
By LISA LARSON
Berkle College of Music in
this, and then choose an
worn for a year or so, and then
seeking his first job—a suit, a Chief Reporter
Boston. He listened to folk music
interviewing outfit appropriately.
classify the remains according to
blazer, and accessories like
A new music show has hit the
on a radio station there, and when
And if it comes to a choice of
season.
shoes and a tie—would run from air waves over Winona State's
he came to Winona, no stations
dressing a bit too conservatively
The cost of outfitting oneself
$400 to $550, and an "interview
KQAL.
played it. He contacted KQAL
or somewhat flashily, Brust
for the world of work is not as
See Fashion page 11
"Folk Fest," which began
music director Paul Maraszalek
March 16, is a 30-minute show
about the idea and had it
that features folk music. It is
approved. Klungtvedt told Dehler
broadcast Saturdays at 3 p.m.
about the idea and they decided
and rebroadcast Tuesdays at 3
to do the show.
p.m.
Dehler thinks Folk Fest fits
Jeff Dehler, one of the show's
well with KQAL's format.
hosts, said 17-20 minutes is
"Because KQAL is a college
spent listening to music, while
station
and it is noncommercial,
writers' series because Meeker is on sabbatical
By MARIANNE KNICKREHM
10-12 minutes is spent talking
it can hit more of a listening
leave this year.
Staff Writer
about the performers.
audience" he said. KQAL also
The end of the Loft-McKnight Writers' Series
Lund said that although most of the writers
"We like to expose music that
plays classical, rock and jazz.
will come on Thursday, May 9 with Mark Vinz, who
write both poetry and fiction, they are primarily
people generally wouldn't hear,
Both enjoy producing the
poets.
will be presenting his prose and poetry at 3 p.m. in
like from 'The Prairie Home
show, which takes them about 3
He said that the series has been a good
Baldwin lounge.
Companion' and Windham Hill
hours a week. "I like all kinds of
The series of writers was paid for by money from
opportunity for students to meet some of the best
Records," said Kerry Klungtvedt,
music, and it's interesting to
the Southeastern Minnesota Arts Council, and is
writers in the state and to see and hear the actual
show host.
learn about it," said Dehler.
writers read their works. "Through the writer's
sponsored by the Winona State English club.
An upcoming two-part series
Klungtvedt, who is a music
own voice you can understand better what was
According to English professor Orval Lund the
will be a tribute to women in folk
major, does the music portion of
written," Lund said.
series was developed by his colleague, Michael
music. This is because, said
the show. Dehler, a mass
"Minnesota is a healthy state for young writers
Meeker, who suggested to the arts council that if a
Klungtvedt, women have
communication major, does the
grant was received, the English club would invite
to be in," Lund said, because of organizations
historically played an important
engineering.
such as the Loft Writer's Organization and the
Loft-McKnight Fellows to insure they would
role in folk music. "More women
Folk Fest will be broadcast this
McKnight Foundation.
receive quality writers. All but one of the writers
are in this form of music than
quarter and, hopefully,
Vinz, who teaches at Moorhead State University,
invited, Lund said, were Loft-McKnight Fellows.
rock, which is male-dominated,"
throughout the summer, said
has had his poetry published in more than 100
A $900 grant was awarded to the English club
he said.
Dehler.
magazines and anthologies, and has received a
for the purpose of the writers' series. Winona
Where
did
they
get
the
idea
for
"We would like feedback from
National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship in
State added about $300 to the grant money for the
a folk music show?
the
audience," said Dehler. "If
poetry.
series.
Klungtvedt transferred to you want an artist featured, call
See Poets page 11
Lund has taken over the organization of the
Winona State last year from in."

Folk music hits
Winona's KQAL

English program, grants join
to present poetry series
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FashionContinued from page 10
outfit" for woman would be in the
same price range. He said the
wardrobe could be added to later.
As for discounts, he said you
get what you pay for. One of the
advantages of higher quality
clothing is that it seldom goes
out of style. The same can be said
of more conservative clothing, he
noted.
Furthermore, discount retailers
often lack in personal service or
advice on clothing, he said.

This is the sPrnml year that
Brust has been involved with the
student fashion seminar. He said
the show did a good job of
boosting the image of the men's
clothier he works for, and he
thinks it boosts sales, too.
And he enjoys it. He noted that
students from the two
sponsoring clubs did all of the
footwork for the seminar, making
his involvement worry-free.
At least one of the people who
did that footwork also enjoyed

the experience. Becky Justin, a
senior who is the retiring
president of the Society for the
Advancement of Management
chapter here, said the show went
smoothly.
This was the first year that it
was a separate event, she noted,
saying that last year it was part of
the business seminar program
that the group held with the
Accounting Club in January.

The Indies
The April issue of U.S. Rock reported the top five independent
records in the nation coming from such groups as Husker Du,
The Replacements, Run-D.M.C., Roxanne Shante, and Sparke D.
Chances are you haven't heard of any of those groups, and
that's a shame. Music lovers should be aware of the actions
being taken by America's independent record companies.
Take a look at a record collection. Over half of those records
are probably associated with the giant Warner Bros. or Columbia
Records groups. The conglomerates have nearly cornered the
market of the domestic music industry. With the strengthening
of the independent music scene, that situation is beginning to
change.
There are alternative record sources for all musical tastes. The
finest in punk? SST Records in Lawndale, Calif. Progressive
rock? Twin/Tone Records in Minneapolis, Minn. Headbangers
should look for Megaforce Records. These are three of the larger
independents. There are thousands of smaller companies, often
one-man operations being run out of basements.
Regardless of size, the independents are making an impact.
Profile Records is approaching "gold" status for the second
time with rappers Run-D.M.C. and their album "King of Rock".
The band UTFO sold 300,000 copies of the 12" single "Roxanne
Roxanne" without any radio exposure whatsoever. The disc was
played in record stores, and word-of-mouth took it from there.
Sales in six digits is not the norm for independent companies.
Unlike major labels, who have to sell nearly a quarter of a million
records to be successful, indies keep their budgets down and
can stay alive on sales of a few thousand.
Along with eating into the sales of the major labels,
independents are making an impact as a breeding ground for
new talent. Elvis Costello, Romeo Void, Ratt, and scores of
others had their first success on independent record companies.
Twin/Tone recently lost The Replacements to Warner Bros.
affiliate Sire Records.
So what's it all mean? It means there is a world of fine talent
not being heard. Rock, jazz, folk, funk
it's all out there. The
key is finding it. Send for the catalogues. Try something new.
You may hit on some great undiscovered artist. At the very least,
you'll make some guy in his basement very happy.

Poets
Continued from page 10
William Meissner, who has directed the Creative
Writing Program at St. Cloud State University
since 1972, read his poetry earlier this month. He
has had over 200 poems published in literary
magazines, and has been awarded fellowships
from the Minnesota State Arts Board and the
National Endowment for the Arts.
In March, Martha Mihalyi, who teachs at the
College of Saint Teresa, read her poetry. She is a
recent winner of the Loft-Mentor series and an
Individual Artists Fellowship from the Wisconsin
Arts Board. Although she is not a Loft-McKnight
Fellow, Lund said she was invited because she is a
talented rising poet in the Winona area. He said
that although she is "published the least of these
poets, she is every bit as good a poet as they are."

Sheryl Noethe read her poetry in January. The
Minneapolis-born Noethe came from Manhattan,
where she is studying short story writing, to read
her poetry at Winona State. Among the awards she
has won are the American Academy of poetry
award and the New Rivers Press Emerging Voices
Contest.
Patricia Hampl, a native of St. Paul who teaches
at the University of Minnesota, started off the
series in December. Lund said she is "one of the
outstanding young writers in Minnesota right
now." She has had two books of poetry published,
and has won a Houghton Mifflin Fellowship.
As well as reading their prose and poetry to the
public while at Winona State, the writers also
shared some tips and techniques with English
classes.

WSU's just one more stop
for Peace Corps recruiter
By PATRICK McILHERAN
Feature Editor
Estella Mays is looking for a
few good students.
Not for herself, mind you. It's
Uncle Sam who needs them.
Mays works for the Peace
Corps, and she's on a recruiting
circuit that last week included
Winona's three colleges. She
spent a day at each of them,
passing out information,
and
questions,
answering
interviewing potential volunteers.
Mays is the first step in a long
process that leads to two years of
volunteer work in one of some
60 countries, most of them in the
tropics. She alternates her time
between office-work at the Corps'
regional headquarters in
Minneapolis and two-week
recruiting stints on the road.
When she recruits, she does
more than just pass out
brochures. One of her most
important tasks is interviewing
those who wish to work with the
Corps, screening out those who
don't have what it takes.
What does she look for?
Motivation, preserverence, and
an ability to adapt to conditions,
she says.
That ability to adapt is
important, and so is the
motivation: those who join the

Peace Corps don't get many
material rewards. They get a
living allowance and around
$4,200 when they finish their
service. But they also get
experience in whichever field
they choose to work in, and they
are immersed in another field
they choose to work in, and they
are immersed in another
language and culture. And they
get travel and adventure.
It was that last promise that
lured Mays, an unemployed
social-work graduate from central
Texas, to the Corps in the mid70s. Although she actually
worked with VISTA, an agency
that runs volunteer work in the
United States rather than
overseas, she liked the program
enough to work for the Corps
professionally afterward. She's
been recruiting for it since 1978,

and shes sees what she's doing
as two jobs in one, both getting
new people for the agency, and
then guiding them through the
paperwork in the Minneapolis
office.
She noted that the colleges in
Winona are not good producers
of Peace Corps volunteers,
compared to Carleton College or
St. Olaf College, both in
Northfield, Minn. She's in a good
position to judge—she's been to
25 colleges since January.
But in spite of Winona's low
volunteer rate, and in spite of the
weeding-out process—only
about one applicant in five goes
on to foreign service—Estella
Mays goes forth. And she finds
her students.
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Papa John's
Dining
Room Special

4-8pm
Free

dinner salad with
purchase of
spaghetti dinner.

Open Daily
4:00 p.m.

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

f

) • (Cer...
Expires 4/24/85

A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

64 1/2 W. 5th

FREE DELIVERY
on WSU Campus

529 Huff

452-4307

452-1234

Pregnant?

Import Auto Parts & Supply

and afraid?

Wholesale Foreign Auto Parts in Winona

There is a friend who cares.

irthright
452-2421
free pregnancy test

gia

"""iplip
Nib

free confidential help

3/4

mile past Holiday Inn on Hwy 61

Phone 454-4488

Tuneup parts — Brake Parts — Clutch Parts — Filters
— Cooling Systems — Manuals, etc.
Valid thru 5/31/85
Quality Parts •Low Prices •Super Service
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Arts Focus
Campus art exhibits spring up in April
By KATHY VOS
Arts Editor
April is the month for art at
Winona State.
Two exhibits are currently
open, one in the Kryzsko
Commons Cinema Room and the
other in Paul Watkins Gallery.
The Cinema Room exhibit will
be up until Friday and features a
wide variety of student work from
photographs, paintings, drawings
and stained glass. The exhibit
was coordinated by Winona
State's art club, The Art
Company.
Art Company member George
Kummeth said the exhibit is not
exclusively the work of art
majors. "Anyone could
contribute," said Kummeth.
The Art Company's exhibit is
an annual event, said Kummeth.
Viewing hours are from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
The Paul Watkins Gallery
exhibit is a collection of
silkscreen prints clone by
graduate students from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison,
said art department chairman
Don Schmidlapp.
Schmidlapp explained that
having the graduate work
displayed is "a good way to
complement the work that is
done in Winona State
printmaking classes—offering

Todd Zurbuchen, a WSU art student, puts finishing touches on one of his several art displays at the student art exhibit held in
the Cinema Room Monday. (photo by Dan Reiland)
advanced examples."
Bill McKenzie, printmaking
instructor at Winona State, said
he was able to go through and
choose representative prints
from the graduate files in
Madison.
"The department there rarely
lets those works out, so we're
lucky to get the prints," said
McKenzie.
McKenzie chose works which

Chase questions
academic system
Film preview
By JEFF KISH
Staff Writer
The Paper Chase

is a

commentative essay on the world
of first-year students at Harvard
Law School which, for its
inhabitants, is mostly selftorture.
Writer-director James Bridges
uses a novel by John Jay
Osborne, Jr. as a metaphor to
point out the inane importance of
grades as well as the thoughtless
striving for achievement without
fulfillment. These issues are
presented thematically but then
not nearly untangled or resolved.
The plot revolves around three
people who have a sort of reverse
Oedipal complex once removed
(if that's possible). At the center
of this situation is Kingsfield,

played by John Houseman, a
contract law professor who either
throttles his students with putdowns or incites them to awe of
his position and power. Such is

exactly the case with Hart
(Timothy Bottoms), an intelligent
but blind devotee of the law who
reserves his derisive teacher,

strives to become in some way
like him, and yet loathes him for
his meanness. This relationship
is then complicted by a Radcliffe
girl named Susan (Lindsay
Wagner) who picks up Hart one

night, composes a love atfair with
him, and then tells him she is
Kingsfield's daughter.
Susan draws Hart into the
heart of enlightenment, reflection
and pondering—"What's it all
about?" She makes him think a
little bit but destroys some of his
myths. Hart's solitary struggle is
to make the grade in Kingsfield's
class, all without really knowing
what he will gain if he does;
albeit, his notions move away
from ignorance, but to what end?
What has he merited from his
reflection? What does the
director want us to gain from
this?
Bridges attempts to comment
on our often maligned academic
system, and in doing so, aptly
captures that curious tension of a
classroom. However, the
raises—can
he
question
accomplishment really be
measured by grades and
degrees?—doesn't have a
simple, and in this case, good

answer.
In the final scene, there seems
to be only costly means resulting
in nonfulfillment, as if that's what
Hart gets for thinking. He pays
the price for drinking from the
well of wisdom.
The Paper Chase will be
showing Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in

Pasteur 120. Free with WSU I.D.,
$1 without.

represented the four techniques
used in his classes, he said.
McKenzie explained that when
doing prints, you must always
keep in mind that oil and water
don't mix, and so, you play water
base against an oil base within
the screen.

The four techniques McKenzie
stresses are water soluble
blockout, blockout resist (using
grease), paper stencil, and
indirect stencil (photo stencil).
Schmidlapp said a similar
show was done three years ago.
This year's work was done by

University
of
Wisconsin
professor
Dean
Meeker's
students.
The show will run through May
2. The gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.

Forensics team unable to place
in AFA national tournament
By KATHY VOS
Arts Editor
BALTIMORE, MD—Winona
State competitors were unable to
place as hoped in the recent
American Forensics Association
National Tournament, said Coach
Cindy Carver.
"We were close to doing well
but just fell short," said Carver
about the tournament held April
12-15 at Towsend State
University.
She hoped the team would
place in the top 15 of the 115
schools attending.
Carver explained that six
Winona State participants
missed breaking into finals by a
rank or two. To make finals,
competitors must undergo three
rounds of preliminaries with two
judges each. The judges critique
by ranking the participants and
by assigning speaker points.
Carver cited that junior
Michelle Horn missed final
rounds in the dramatic
interpretation catagory by only a
few speaker points.
In addition, Horn and Cindy
Jones missed finals by one rank
in the dramatic duo catagory;
Brian Poulter missed by one rank
in the impromptu category;
Teresa Pistulka missed by one
rank in the prose interpretation
category; Jolene Pistulka missed
by one rank in the prose
interpretation catagory; and Dick
Schert missed by two ranks in the
dramatic interpretation catagory.

Doing so well in the rankings is
a sign of achievement, Carver
said, considering 60 to 150
competitors can be in a catagory.
"You literally beat out a hundred
or so people by being highly
ranked," said Carver.
Carver noted that differences
in judging of interpretation
events is what hurt the Winona
State team. She said that when
nearly all the team members are
competing in interpretation
events and judges have a
different style than what you've
been dealing with all season, it
can hurt.
Carver cited that even the
University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire, which placed fourth, had
only one participant do well in

rest
interpretation—the
advanced in the public speaking
catagories.
Eau Claire and Mankato State,
which placed eighth, were the
only schools in Winona State's
district to place, said Carver.
The team was disappointed
and frustrated with the
interpretation judging, said
Carver, but overall, going to
nationals was good experience
for the young team.
Only three participants will be
graduating this year.
"It's been a really good year.
We've got experience under our
belt, and now we know we are
nationally competitive," said
Carver.

Tournament competitors
Michelle Horn: junior—prose interpretation, poetry
interpretation, drmatic interpretation and two dramatic duos
with Jones and Nordgren.
Brian Poulter: junior—extemporaneous speaking, impromptu
speaking, dramatic duo with Nordgren.
Cindy Jones: senior—prose interpretation, dramatic
interpretation and dramatic duo with Horn.
Bob Sebo: senior,—extemporaneous speaking and impromptu
speaking.
Paul Nordgren: sophomore—two dramatic duos with Horn and
Poulter.
Dick Schert: senior—dramatic interpretation.
Paul Kraimer: junior—dramatic interpretation.
Teresa Pistulka: junior—prose interpretation.
Jolene Pistulka: sophomore—prose interpretation.
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Sports
Warrior baseball team sweeps home stand
By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Writer
The Winona State baseball
team exploded this week scoring
86 runs to win all 8 games played,
extending the Warrior winning
streak to 10 games and 13 of their
last 14 games. The Warrior record
is 21-6 overall, and 4-0 in
conference.
The week started out with a
double-header Tuesday against
University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse. Ted Benson combined
with Jay Krzmarzick for a 5-hitter
as the Warriors pounded out 9
hits of their own on the way to a 83 decision.
Tom Schmit had a two-run
triple and Mark Miller and Brent
Gaustad each drove in a run to
highlight a 4-run second inning.
The victory was Benson's third
of the season and Krzmarzick
WSU catcher Chris Mosson tags out Southwest State's Doug
earned his 7th save.
game of the double header held
Second baseman Dean Schulte Thompson during the first
paced the Warriors in the second
Things were not looking to the big blows in the inning.
game with three hits and two
The second game was more of
bright going into the bottom of
RBI's as Winona State cruised
the fifth inning, St. Thomas held a a track meet than a baseball
through the night-cap 7-1.
Wednesday the Warriors had 6-1 lead over the Warriors, who game as the Warriors scored 20
an opportunity to have a rematch only had two hits going into the runs in 4 at bats. Hellenbrand
of the 1984 District 13 inning. Eight hits and 11 runs drove in four runs and scored
later it was a whole new ball one, left fielder Tom Squire drove
championship with St. Thomas
College. It was St. Thomas who game. A two-run double from in three and scored two, as well
last year eliminated the Warriors third baseman Brian Hellenbrand, as having back to back triples in
from the playoffs. That was not to a bases-loaded triple from the first inning.
Friday marked the start of the
be the case this time as Winona catcher Chris Mosson and a tworun homer by Duane Vike were Conference season and Winona
State won 12-6 and 20-2.

Saturday. The Warriors defeated the Mustangs 6-5. (photo by Dan
Reiland)
State took full advantage of their
home field to sweep four games
from Southwest State._ Coach
Gary Grob also chalked up his
450th win.
The first game was a see-saw
battle. Winona State jumped out
to a 5-0 lead going into the top of
the fourth behind the strong
pitching of Benson. Benson had
not allowed a ball to be hit out of
the infield in the first three

innings.
Southwest took advantage of
three errors, a hit batsman, a walk
and two hits to pull within one, 54.
The Warriors fought back with
two of their own on a two-run
double by first baseman Dan
Walseth.
Southwest tied the score in the
fifth on two homeruns off of
See Baseball page 15

Warrior women's softball team has rough week

Winona State second baseman Pat. Ricci attempts to tag out Linda Bischof of the Morris Cougars. (photo
by Dan Reiland)

By WAYNE BOWER
Staff Reporter
The Winona State women's
softball team struggled through a
rough week winning just three of
ten games.
The Warriors opened up the
week in Mankato with a double
header that had originally been
scheduled for March 26th.
Winona State dropped both
games against Mankato State 2-0,
and 10-1.
On Tuesday the Warriors
gained a split against the
University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse losing the first game 6-2,
but took advantage of an
excellent pitching performance
by Karen Serum to win the
nightcap 1-0.
Serum picked up the win by
giving up just two hits in the
game.
The lone run came in the first
inning when Chris Gremo singled
to score Ruth Boberg:
Serum picked up another
victory for the Warriors as
Winona State edged River Falls 52 in the first game of a double
header. The Warriors dropped the
nightcap 6-4.
Becky Martin led the way for
the Warriors at the plate with two
hits, while Gremo pounded out
three RBIs.
Despite a home run by Viki Jo
Thiesse and two more RBIs by
Gremo the Warriors came up
short in the nightcap. Boberg went

the distance for the Warriors and
gave up nine hits, but the real
story of the game could be the
fact that Winona State
committed four errors in the
seven inning contest.
Winona State opened up their
conference season with a split
against Morris, losing the opener
2-0 and taking the second game 81
Karen Severson threw a three
hitter in the first game and
allowed only two runs but she got
no support from her offense and
lost the decision 2-0.
In the nightcap Winona Stat
bats woke up smacking seve
hits while taking advantage of si <
Morris errors to score eigl t
runs, with the pitching of Katie
Thompson included it was all the
Warriors needed.
Lynn Cardwell was the leader
at the plate with three hits
including two triples and two
RBIs.
Saturday the Warriors were
swept by Southwest State 3-1 and
10-9, to make their record 5-9.
According to catcher Marie
Holecek the slow start is nothing
to worry about, "I am not
concerned, it's early in the
conference season and we've
got time to turn it around. It's
gonna be another big week for
us next week. Six conference
games, it should tell the tale of
the year."
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Men's tennis team
captures 1 st victory
The Winona State University men's tennis team won its first
match of the season last week as they defeated the University of
Minnesota-Morris 5-4. The Warrior's record, however, dropped to 1-9
as they lost three other matches.
On Wednesday, April 10 the Warriors were crushed by St. Mary's
College 9-0 at SMC.
On Friday the Warriors were shut out 9-0 again, this time by the
University of Minnesota-Duluth on the Winona State courts.
The only bright spot of the week came on Saturday as the
Warriors beat Morris 5-4.
Later that day the Warriors lost to Northern State University 7-2.
Freshman Jeff Martin led the Warriors with victories in all four of
his matches. Martin defeated Steve Stocker of Morris 6-2, 6-1 at the
No. 6 singles position and teamed with Scott Strubel to defeat
Stocker and Kevin McClarnon 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 no No. 3 doubles.
John Mugford and Jim Dilworth also got victories for the
Warriors in singles.
Mugford beat Dan Toop 6-3, 6-4 in the No. 1 spot, while Dilworth
stopped McClarnon 6-0, 3-6, 6-1 at No. 5.
Dilworth and Mike Anderson got the Warriors other victory at the
No. 2 doubles spot as they defeated John Hovren and Tim
Hammerquist 6 4, 6-2.
In the Northern match the Warriors only victories came when
Martin beat Steve Twite 10-3 in singles and he and Strubel won
their doubles match 6-4, 6-1.
The Warriors will entertain both Macalester and Gustavus on
Saturday.
-

Warrior women's tennis team
drops four matches on road
By TOM TUSA
Assistant Sports Editor
The Winona State women's
tennis team had their record drop
to 2-6 after a tough week of play.
The Warriors started off by
losing to Southwestern State in
the Northern Intercollegiate
Conference 6-3 last Wednesday.
Karen Israel, Ann Tobias and
Ruth Swenson won singles
matches for the Warriors.
The Warriors only victory of the
week came in the semi-finals
against Wheaton College before
losing to the University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater in the
finals of the Whitewater
Invitational.
Against Wheaton, Israel, Kris
Schwartz and Swenson won
singles and the doubles of
Schwartz and Mary Schubat, and
Lor Thornton and Jill Healy won

their matches.
Thornton and Healy won their
doubles against Whitewater, and
Swenson won her singles match.
The Warrior netters then lost a

matches.
pair of 6-3 decisions against
The Warriors played yesterday
Marquette University and the
Wisconsin- against
University
of
of
the
University
Minnesota-Duluth at home with
Milwaukee on Sunday.
and the results not available for press
Schubat
Thornton,
Swenson all had consecutive time.
victories in the singles in both

Warrior golfers 10th
By TOM TUSA
Assistant Sports Editor
The University of Minnesota-Duluth captured the crown in the
Greater River Region men's golf tournament last Wednesday at the
Willow Creek Golf course hosted by Winona State.
Duluth shot a 296 total to win the 16-team field. Winona State
finished tenth with a total of 326.
Mankato State University was second with 306, Wartburg College
was third at 312 and Saint Olaf and Western Wisconsin Technical
Institute tied for fourth at 316.
Winona State's Scott Rindahl and Bill Barton both shot 79 to lead
the Warriors. Mitch Mullins and Brian Hackerson both had 84
for the Warriors.
Winona State travels to compete in the Mankato State
Invitational with a date yet to be determined.

Order us Around.
For just $3.99 you can order a small pizza with 2
ingredients and 1-20 oz. cup of soda pop plus FREE
DELIVERY. Just mention this Order Us Around ad.
(plus tax/carry out—Thin crust only—Expires 4.24-85)
Pizza buffet every Monday night from 4:30.8:30 for just $3.99 (includes
salad bar) plus tax. Including pizza, garlic toast, and all the pop you care
for. 4.,

01
Fast Hot Delivery
From 11:00 a.m.
454-3403

2nd and Johnson
Downtown

11 1,,

II

Monday — Ladies Night
Wine & Dacquiri Specials

Tuesday — Tap Beer Specials
Wednesday — Long Island Ice-Tea Party
& 2 for 1

Thursday — Margarita Night
3 tacos for $1. Bottle beer special

Friday — 2 for 1 4:30-7:00
Free Hor d'oeuvres

Happy Hour Monday-Thursday
4:30-6:30 discounted drinks

ZACH'S ON THE TRACKS
At the Foot of Center

454.6939

Play the Domino's Pizza
No Problem" Game and
you might win a brand
new Porsche 944 Sports
Car from Domino's Pizza
and Coke'."'Just rub off
the Problem section of
the game card. Then rub
off the Solution section to
see if you won a prize
such as a FREE serving
of Coke:loppings, pizzas
or one of five Porsche
944's!! Hurry! Game
ends May 19.

Game cards are available
at participating Domino's
Pizza locations. Game
Rules are on the back of
the cards. No purchase
necessary.
Play the "No Problem"
Game and Win!
Limited delivery area.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
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From
Left Field
by John Paul Schaller

Wrath of the Warriors
Well sports fans, the professional baseball season opened a little
over a week ago and folks around Winona State have been buzzing
about baseball for about the same length of time. The buzzing,
however, is not about the Cubs or the Twins or the Brewers. It is
about the Winona State University baseball team.
That's right, the Winona State baseball team has been causing a
lot of double takes lately.
As of Monday the Warriors were the proud owners of a 21-6
overall record and were sitting on top of the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference with a 4-0 record.
Why? The answer is simple. The Warriors are simply the best
small college baseball team I've ever seen.
They are strong in every aspect of the game. After 27 games the
Warriors have a team batting average of .375, not too shabby if you
ask me.
Six or seven of the top ten hitters can put the ball out of the park
on any given day. And Tom Squier is leading the team in runs batted
in with 25 and he is the leadoff batter.
I think its safe to say that the Warriors have better players sitting
on the bench than most of the teams in the NIC are starting. Last
weeks four game slaughter of Southwest State is pretty good proof
of that. Southwest was one of the teams picked to give the Warriors
trouble this year.
The Warriors are also very strong in the defensive aspect of the
game.
The combined earned run average of the Warriors is 5.16, less
than half of their opponents ERA.
Last years bull pen ace Jay Krzmarzick has already recorded
more saves this season, with 7, than he did all last year for the
defending NIC champions.
The Warriors also have a pretty good leader. Last weekend
marked Head Coach Gary Grob's 450th career coaching victory.
There has never been any question about Grob's coaching ability, if
a guy gets 450 wins he must be doing something right. But Tom
Tusa keeps telling me that he is the real mastermind behind the
Warriors success and that Coach Grob is just his puppet. I'm not
sure I believe Tusa.
Well, whoever the mastermind behind the Warriors is doesn't
make any difference. The point is that they are awesome. So get
your butt over to Loughery and give 'em your support, because
they're gonna go a long way this year.

_
Winona State's Duane Vike attempts to break up a double play throw by Southwest State Mustang
Dave Gottsleber. (photo by Dan Reiland)

Baseball
C.ontinued from page 13
Krzmarzick who had replaced
Benson.
Winona State fought back with
6 runs in their half of the inning
capitalizing on two Southwest
errors.
Southwest added one in the
sixth to make the score 13-8.
Krzmarzick continued to
struggle in the seventh walking
three and giving up three runs to
make the score 13-11 with two
runners on base before the final
out was made.
Starting pitcher Jon Wisecup
was the story in the second game
as he struck out nine Southwest

Party Materials Here

Keg, Jug & Jigger
The Lowest Prices in town
•Miller Suitcases
•Miller 12 pk. bottles
•Old Milwaukee 12 pk.
•Strohs Suitcases
•Michelob Regular & cans
Light 12 pk. bottles .

NEW SEAGRAM COOLERS
Low Alcohol — only 4%
176 E. 3rd

Warehouse Liquor

AMIN■
BURGER

KING
wimp,

452.1821

With purchase of any regular priced shoe

only

39°

Fri., Sat., & Sun.
19th, 20th & 21st

Expires 4/24185

Open for

Breakfast Daily

Sports-In-Store

unit) 10:30

3rd and Franklin
454-2442

•

Whopper Jr. with
regular French Fries
Monday & Tuesday
22nd & 23rd

only

•11111111•1111111•111111111111111

Used Golf Balls

Now at Burger King
Hamburgers

Southwest going into the bottom
of the seventh, the Warriors put
together a three-run rally to win
the game.
The game winner came on a
Gaustad suicide-squeeze bunt
which scored Schulte from third.
Krzmarzick got the win in relief,
and Schulte was again the leader
at the plate with three hits.
The Warriors played long ball
in the last game of the series as
both Schmit and Warren Sbragia
hit three-run homers to pave the
way for a 9-3 victory.
Sbragia had three hits in the
game and drove in five runs. Nic
Ciola went the distance to pick
up his third win of the season.

FREE T•SHIRT

OPEN:
6:30 AM-11:00 PM
Everyday

1215 Gilmore
Winona

batters and allowed just 5 hits as
the Warriors pounded the visitors
11-2.
A two-run triple by Schulte
proved to be the game winner.
Hellenbrand also knocked in
three runs in the nightcap.
Wisecup commented on the
Warrior victory. "They
(Southwest) seemed to have a
mental let down after coming
back so much in the first game
only to lose. We scored a lot of
runs early on them, and more or
less, took them out of the game."
The third game was as exciting
a game as a viewer could wish
for. With the score 5-3 in favor of

99°

1 Oc

each

Expires 4/24/85

Sports-In-Store
3rd and Franklin
454-2442

• •

■
■
■
•••
•■
•
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Warrior women second
By TOM TUSA
Assistant Sports Editor
The Winona State women's track team finished second out of
four teams in its own track meet held at the Winona Senior High
School last Saturday.
St. Thomas College won the meet with a total score of - 73.5 points
followed by Winona State with 50, the University of WisconsinStout with 44 and Dr. Martin Luther College with 40.5.
The Warriors Shannon Schwarz captured the 100-meter dash in
13.62 seconds. Shari Johnson won the discus throw with a toss of
121-feet, 5 1/2-inches.
The 4 x 400 relay team of Melinda Horton, Cecile Gadbois, Beth
Martin and Sue Goelz placed first with a time of 4:20.78.
Goelz placed second in the 400 with a time of 1:05.15.
Johnson was second in the javelin with a toss of 97-7.
Linda Vivian was second in the 100 at :13.79.
The 4 x 100 relay team of Vivian, Schwarz, Gadbois and Cindy
Jensen was second with a time of :53.11.
Lisa Hendershott was third in the 100-meter hurdles with a time
of 17.7. Nancy Schneider was third in the 1500-meter run at 5:05.65.
Rosie Walechka was third in the shot put with a distance of 34-feet,
7 1/2 inches.
The 4 x 800 relay team of Cheryl Peters, Nancy Pribyl, Schneider
and Cathy Maslowski placed second.
The Warrior women travel to the University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse this wednesday and Saturday for meets.

Dello leads thinclads

Winona State's Lisa Hendershott placed third in the 100 meter hurdles at their meet held Saturday. (photo
by Mark Hoffman)

By TOM TUSA
Assistant Sports Editor
The Winona State men's track team fared well in the Coleman
Invitational Meet in Steven's Point, Wis. last Wednesday and came
back with another strong effort in the Minnesota Open last
Saturday in Minneapolis.
No scores were tabulated in either meet.
Mike DeLio led the way for the Warriors with a first place tie in
the high jump with a jump of 6-feet, 6-inches, and was second in the
long jump with a leap of 19-feet, 7 1/2-inches.
Chris Nelson finished second in the 400-meter dash with a time
of :51.91. Jim Scott pole vaulted 13-feet to take first place.
Scott Bestul was second in the 5,000-meter run with a time of
15:31.10 and Nelson was second in the 200-meter dash at :22.70.
The mile relay team of Nelson, Blake Gottschalk, Jim Mingus and
Paul Ogren was first with a time of 3:34.7.
In the Minnesota Open, John Kahoun was the Warriors top
finisher with a second place in the triple jump of 44-feet, 1 1/2inches.
DeLio high jumped 6-feet, 2-inches to grab fourth place.
Nelson finished fifth in the 200 and the 400 with times of :22.7
and :50.9, respectively.
The men travel this Wednesday to compete in La Crosse for a
meet.

We
Music

Government Jobs
$15,000-$50,000/yr. possible. All occupations. Call
805-687-600 Ext. R-6195 to
find out how.

"Thinking of taking some time off
from school? We need MOTHER'S
HELPERS. Household duties and childcare.
Live in exciting New York City subu?bs. Room,
board and salary included. 914.273-1626"

451 Huff St.

454-7903

For your enjoyment

Start Your Career Now

Earn money and work on Fortune
500 Companies' marketing
programs on campus. Part-time
(flexible) hours each week. We
give references. Call 1.800.243-

6679.
Mailing
Circulars! No bosses/quotas!
Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed envelope : Mailers'

$10-$360 Weekly/Up

Joel Kiekbusch
Thursday, April 18th 7-9 p.m.

Association, Dept. AR-7CEG, P.OL
Box 470, Woodstock, IL 60098.

Elect

MIKE ERICSON
FOR

Student Senate President
"Let's get the Job done Now"
2 girls needed to live with 2 others for
summer and after. Across the street
from Memorial Hall.

Any thin crust large one ingredient pizza

Thurs. $ 6 99 6-10 p.m.

Rent: 5 75 00 per month

Available immediately.
Contact Paula or Terri at 4572656 or 452-3126.

